Narrator: Part 1A
Jenny is talking to her teacher about her hobby. Listen to the conversation. The conversation will be played two times. When you hear a beep (beep), answer the question. You now have 10 seconds to read the questions (10-second music). The conversation will begin now.

Jenny: 【Miss Chan, let me show you something.】

Miss Chan: Oh, Jenny, these stamps are colourful!

Jenny: I love collecting stamps.

Miss Chan: That’s an interesting hobby. When did you start collecting stamps?

Jenny: I started when I was five years old. I had about 200 stamps when I was seven. // (beep)(8-second pause)

Miss Chan: Where do you get the stamps?

Jenny: I get some from my parents. I also buy some from Finny Stamp Shop near my home. // (beep)(8-second pause)

Miss Chan: What kind of stamps do you like?

Jenny: I like stamps with animals and places, but I don’t like stamps of plants or food. // (beep)(8-second pause)

Miss Chan: Jenny, let me give you a stamp, too. It has three small fish with black spots. // (beep)(8-second pause)

Jenny: Oh, this stamp is so beautiful! (excited tone) Thank you, Miss Chan! // (beep)(8-second pause)】

Narrator: Listen to the conversation again and check your answers. The conversation will begin now.

Repeat 【】 without pauses.

This is the end of Part 1A. (5-second pause)